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A more relaxed  
approach to work:
Sedus sweetspot

sweetspot not only provides your office with especially  
attractive and comfortable lounge furniture, but also helps  
to create a relaxed atmosphere that promotes productive  
well-being. Regardless of whether it is used for a place  
to meet and engage in a creative exchange, a retreat for  
concentrated work or to welcome visitors in style – sweetspot 
combines business with pleasure. And it does so in  
an excellent manner, as the international design awards  
underscore.
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The essence of concentration 
and inspiration
Escape the routine office atmosphere and retreat to a spot that inspires you, where you can develop  
new ideas and concentrate on your work. sweetspot offers the ideal conditions, with its inviting look  
and excellent ergonomics providing great comfort in a lounge seating style. At the same time, the 
relaxed, slightly upright sitting posture aids creative processes and concentrated working – even for 
extended periods. 

As comfy as a sofa

The one-piece shell  

with its welcoming,  

open shape is fully  

upholstered.

A relaxed approach  

to work 

Softly curved armrest 

wings facilitate changes 

of sitting position and 

make it easier to work  

for extended periods. 

Pleasant seat height

With a seat height of  

430 mm, sweetspot is 

higher than conventional 

lounge furniture, which  

is why it is so comfortable  

for working.

Intelligent ergonomics  

The angle of the seat and 

backrest is slightly pitched 

so that the user is not  

only relaxed while sitting,  

but can also concentrate 

on work.

Genuine comfort  

11 cm deep, the seat foam 

is extremely comfortable, 

even when sitting for 

extended periods.

Softly cushioned  

The gas lift mechanism 

compresses approx.  

20 mm and ensures  

immense comfort from  

the second the user  

sits down. 

Elegant through  

and through 

The slim lines of the  

four-star base enhance  

the high-quality look.

sweetspot side table sweetspot lounge table sweetspot low table 

Perfect addition 

sweetspot side table,  

sweetspot lounge  

table and sweetspot 

low table are ideally 

matched to the 

sweetspot lounge  

chairs. 
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Sustainability down 
to the last detail

Sustainability and quality “Made in Germany” have been key corporate principles  
at Sedus for more than 50 years. These principles are embodied in Sedus sweetspot  
and reflected in the way we work: designing products which are recyclable,  
using ecologically tested materials, conserving resources, being energy-aware  
in our manufacturing and conducting ongoing quality tests. 
Thus, sweetspot lounge furniture is made using a solvent-free powder coating  
instead of the conventional paint finish. An ultra-modern and extremely  
environmentally-friendly electroplating process – where the production  
residue containing metal is completely re-used – is another strand of Sedus’  
philosophy of quality and sustainability. 

 

Visible precision 

The perfect seams show the 

high quality of workmanship in 

every detail – and are one of 

the most visible signs of the 

durability of Sedus products. 



www.sedus.com
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